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Student loans hard to obtain
By SALLY DUGGAN
Banks are cracking down on student loans.
In particular, loans issued under the Federally Insured

the student has had a loan in the past."
Five banks who continue to loan under the program
have placed stipulation upon who may borrow.

Student Loan program (FISL) are being discontinued by
some banks. Students who have defaulted on these loans

a resident of the state, have an account with the bank,

in the past have made it harder for students now to obtain

and have Junior class standing. Loans from Seattle First

Seattle First National Bank requires the student to be

this type of loan. The national delinquent level is now

are handled through the University Branch in Seattle

13.02 percent. The default level is 12 percent.
Under the FISL program a student may borrow up to

only.

$2,500 per year. Repayment begins nine months after the

his parents to have an active account. They do not lend to

student leaves school at a low interest rate of seven

freshmen, and limit loans to under $1,500.

percent.

United Mutual Savings Bank requires the student or

According to Puget Sound National Bank's loan office,

Out of twelve banks polled in Tacoma, two have
discontinued the program. Five banks have placed

"the bank requires the student to have a two-year active
account as well as a 2.0 grade point average." Puget

stipulations ranging from grade point to Junior class
standing. Four who have never handled these loans before

Sound limits loans to $1,500.

do not plan to because of problems involved. Only one
bank, the Pacific National Bank of Washington, still

known to the bank and who have Junior class standing.

continues to handle loans under the program.

People's Bank limits its' loans to students who are
Union Bank requires the student to open and actively
use a checking account.

Both Washington Mutual Savings Bank and the Bank

Four banks, Puyallup Valley Bank, State Mutual

of California have discontinued the program. Dick Sloan

Savings Bank, Puget Sound Mutual Savings Bank, and

of the Bank of California remarked, "There were

Tacoma Commercial Bank do not, nor do they plan to

problems with collecting and the red tape involved. It was

handle loans under the program. According to a loan

not profitable for the bank." Sloan added, "the bank has

officer for Tacoma Commercial, "the bank has no plans

other means to help students, but interest rates are
higher."

paperwork involved."

The loan officer of Washington Mutual said, "the bank
is not doing any type of student loans at this time, unless

to get into this program because of the red tape and

UPS Freshman Christy Gregory frolics in the first leaves of fall.
(Photo by Dave Hegnauer)

An alternative for students is to go directly through
the Financial Aids office here at UPS.

Student's Campaign proves Poli-Sci courses irrelevant
By JEFF KATZ

Walters doorbelled for a week straight until someone told him he had been

Political Science classes serve little purpose in "real world" politics,
according to Allen Walters, a former UPS student who lost his first bid for

doing it in a Republican area.
In an effort to find out more detailed information about the election,

public office in Tacoma's 28th legislative district. Walters dropped out of UPS
last Tuesday. He said, "I worked very hard on the campaign and I am not

Walters went to a cocktail party given for Tom Wutzke, 28th district candidate
for state representative position one. Wutzke spoke to Walters about the things

capable of going to school. The campaign exhausted me."

he needed to know and the issues he should hit.
"It was from that party that I got my first picture of what politics is all

A Senior political science major, Walters had sought a state Senate seat in
the September Democratic primary, but was defeated by Democrats Sally
Tinner and Gary Gerritzen. Gerritzen was defeated this month by Republican
incumbent Senator Charles Newshwander. Walters had been working for him

as a researcher.
"Everything I learned in the Poli-Sci department is of importance" said
Walters, "but the courses deal with things on a theoretical level, and not on a
realistic level." He said that politics is more of a business venture rather than a
public service venture as taught in school.
"When I started out," he said "I knew I had to get the party behind me."
He says the first thing he found out was that every level in politics has its own
"power monger" or "God figure."
Walters ran because he felt he had a committment to go out and do
something rather than just sit on his butt and watch things go wrong.
"The first person I talked to was Bill Baarsma, professor of Public

about," Walters said. "It's not who you know or what you know, but it's how
you blow who you know."
He thinks that we need massive party reorganization and restructuring. "I
think we should clean out the people who are in politics for the ride and don't
want to do anything."
Walters said that the party people you need don't have any power other
than the power to hurt you. "They do not have the power to help you."
After the cocktail party, everyone backed out on him, Walters said. "They
went to work for Wes Ullman and the Young Democrats and some went to
Norm Dicks."
Now it was just Walters and his campaign manager Bob McWold. McWold
felt that he didn't know enough about politics to run the campaign himself so
he called in Malcolm Turner, who said he couldn't commit himself.

Allen Walters

Administration at UPS. Bill Hobson in Poli-Sci recommended him to me."
Baarsma gave Walters a list of influential people in the local party. "When I

"Turner and McWold sat around and questioned me and at the end of the
session, Turner said that I would be a fine candidate and took the job of my
campaign manager." McWold slipped to the position of co-chairman and from

Inside

called them," he said," they say 'Boy it's sure nice that you want to run, but
call us again when you get some money and an organization put together. —

that point on, it was Turner, McWold and Walters.
"Candidates don't run their own campaign, they do whatever they are told

Walters was given the name of the 28th district precinct committeeman,
UPS Psychology professor Dr. Richard Hartley. "Up until this time everyone

by their manager," Walters said. "You begin to hate them after a while."

was giving me the run-around and no one was willing to help me in anyway.

maps along with more campaign information. Walters said that the reason

Bureaucracy hits ASUPS. All
student activity groups are required to make monthly re
ports on their expenditures
following Senate action.
Story, page 2.

People just didn't seem interested."
Hartley recommended that Walters talk to City Councilman Tim Strege.
Walters said that Strege game him a general idea of what preparations had to

Lewis and Clark College's food
service director explained his
natural food program to UPS
students last week.
Story, page 2.
'Pruno' is the popular bootleg
beverage of the McNeil Island
Prison, says our law school
corresspondent in the second
and concluding part of his
series.
Story, page 3.
Tai Ch's is meditation through
graceful, intricate movements,
as Intersection learned recently.
Story, page 4.
Formerly obscure jazz makes
its Northwest debut at a concert in Seattle.
Review, page 9.
Airborne footballs dominated
the field at the UPS Portland
State game.
Story, page 11.

be made. "He said that I must have a chairman because I couldn't do it alone
so he recommended I go to the Democratic Party Caucus in the State Senate."

Walters and his team went to talk to Wutzke again and this time got district
Wutzke lost four years ago was because he didn't work hard enough. "So I
decided to doorbell every day."
The candidate had a tough schedule to keep during the campaign. "I would
get off work from the 7-Eleven (Food Store) at 8 a.m., I would sleep until 10

town, Bremerton, and his Administrative Assistant, Dale Woods was involved

a.m. when I would shower, eat, get dressed and be out on the streets
doorbelling by noon.
"I would doorbell until five when I would pick up my two kids (Jenny,4;

with majority Democratic caucus. Wood sairithat Walters needed campaign
brochure so he put him in touch with Jack Sage, the 28th district party

Brandy,3) from the day-care center, take them home and fix them dinner I'd
then get a baby sitter, go out and doorbell 'till 8 p.m. when I would come

chairman. This was the second time Walters talked to Sage.
"I was never taught in Poli-Sci that the political race was a power structure

home and have a strategy meeting with Turner and McWold. After the meeting

The Senate Majority Leader, Gordon Walgren, was from Walter's home

and you had to work your way to the top."
Walters attended the Democratic Caucus training session for candidates,
the day after he filed to run for office. "I found out that I had to pay $75
dollars to run for office when I called the County City Building for some
information."
By this time it was July 6, two months after Walters began his campaign.
He made a contract with a photographer and a layout man for his brochure.
He had not found a campaign manager, co-chairman or a treasurer. "I filed
my public disclosure papers which state budgeting and a list of all campaign
contributions and pledges.
Walters was told that the county caucus doesn't support candidates in the
primary so he wasn't able to afford pamphlets. His next step was to start
doorbelling. "I took a pencil and paper and started to ring doorbells. I
introduced myself, told them I was a candidate for State Senate and answered
questions about issues." He wrote down his name, phone and party affiliation
and left it with each person he talked to. He said that if they had any
questions, they should feel free to call him.

I would sleep for an hour, get up and be at work by midnight."
Walters campaigned while he worked. He said that the job proved to be one
of the most valuable things he had ever done on his own. "The only way to
meet people is to work in a people-oriented job."
By the end of August, four months into the campaign, everything was
setting into a pattern and by Sept. I everything began jelling together.
"Neighborhood kids were sent over to my house by concerned parents," to
help Walter with his campaign.b,
During this time, Walters said all the indications were he was winning. "It
looked to me as if we were going to pull it off."
When Walters and Turner arrived at the County City Building on election
night, the first returns were coming in and Walters was losing badly.
"From the beginning I could see that something wasn't going light and by
the fifth set of the returns, I knew I had lost."
The lack of time, lack of money, and lack of campaign workers all came
home to defeat him that night.

Continued on Page 5
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Activity groups budget reports now a requirement
By JEFF KATZ
UPS student activity groups must now give a monthly
report to the Student Senate on their income,
expenditures and budget balance.
The Senate debated the proposal for 25 minutes
before passing it by a vote of 13 to 3 last Tuesday night.
Senator Terry McKeller disagreed with the resolution
stating it would create "too much paper work".
Senator Malcolm Turner, one of three sponsors of the
proposal, said that students should be able to walk into
the ASUPS Office and "Thumb through the books to see
exactly where their student government fees are going".
Assistant Dean of Students Bruce Murray disagreed
with the proposal saying that in an ideal system the
resolution would work but, "Looking at the way the ASB
is set up and the fact that I know the people the
resolution will be affecting, it leads me to believe the
resolution would not work."
The Senate also unanimously passed a resolution
endorsing the nomination of Dr. Charles Frank of the
English dept. as the new senate faculty representative to
the Senate, replacing former UPS psychology professor
Dr. Barry Anton.
The resolution, proposed by Turner, expressed the
Senate's appreciation for Frank's "committment to
service to the ASUPS", and its' confidence in Frank to
carry out his duties in the best interests of the university
and the ASUPS.
Turner said he sponsored the resolution because
university Vice President H. Janes Clifford had expressed
disatisfaction over the senate's choice of Frank as advisor.
Turner said

Clifford had made statements that

were "ill-conceived and unwarrented" and he felt that the
senate should express clearly and openly their support of
Frank.
When asked for comment later that evening, Clifford
said "I think the fact that he (Frank) has volunteered his
time, and the students accept him is great." But he added
"Frank sure as hell wouldn't have been my first choice."
"I know some faculty relate to students better than
others do," he said. "I will take a known over an
unknown anytime."
Discontented over Clifford's reaction to Frank, Carletti
mailed a letter last week expressing his concern to
Clifford. "He wrote a very appologetic reply and
everthing is smoothed over." Carletti said.
ASUPS President Chris Carletti said a couple weeks
ago he asked Faculty Senate Chairperson Carol Sloman to
send a letter to all faculty stating that the position for an
advisor to the senate was open.
Sloman received many letters from faculty stating
they were interested in the position, but were not sure
whether they had the time to devote to it.
Carletti said professor Michel Rocchi and Frank were
the only professors who expressed a large degree of
interest.
After discussing the two applicants with Sloman,
Carletti reviewed them with ASUPS Executive Vice
President Fred Grimm and ASUPS Business Vice
President Jim Brown.
The three decided Frank would be best suited to take
the advising position. "We decided that since he showed
the interest and we had a very good interview with him,
we would choose him as advisor." Carletti said.

Senate resolution number two was withdrawn by
Grimm due to an agreement with the Student Activities
Director, Serni Solidarios stating that progress reports on
student activities would be voluntarily forthcomming, as
called for in the resolution.
Several committee appointments were announced by
Carletti. Debate broke out over whether to ratify the
selections or table them until next week for more study.
Turner was displeased that none of the senators
"really knew who the people were that they were
ratifying".
"I don't even know what half the committees are or
even what they are supposed to do." Turner added.
Most of the Senators seemed content with Carletti's
choices and voted to accept them because they didn't
want to delay the selection process any longer.
Mavis Peacock and Randy Bera were selected to serve
on the Overseas Committee which is concerned with
coordinating and reviewing the various overseas programs
sponsered by the university.
Senator Scott Jackson and Brad Foltz were selected to
serve on the Honors Program and Acadmeic Awards
Committee set up to promote and supervise the honors
program, with regard to classes, colloquia, and other
aspects of the program.
Senator Chris Meyers, Diane Jarmon, Tim Moe and
Linda Gilbert will serve on the Winterim Committee
designed to evaluate and coordinate the entire Winterim
program.
Senator Sally Duggan will be the only student serving
on the Continuing Education Program Committee formed
to review all aspects of that program.

Speaker tells SUB food committee about nutrition program
The Director of Lewis and Clark College's food service program, Thad
Thomas, spoke to the Committee for the Betterment of SUB food in the SUB
lounge last Thursday afternoon. The group is working to start a nutritional
Food Program in the UPS cafeteria.
Lewis and Clark operates their service by using SAGA Food Cor; based in
Menlo Park, Calif. SAGA owns several resturants on the west cost including
the Velvet Turtle chain in California and Stuart Anderson's Black Angus in
Tacoma.
When SAGA was given the contract with Lewis and Clark, they did some
research and found out there were too many saturated fats, too little ruffage,
too much sugar and too many additives in the food that Lewis and Clark
students were eating. Thomas said that on those four criteria, their menus
were modified. "We reduced the amount of white flour and sugar in the
recipies."
"Hotdogs, bologna, corned beef and ham were scratched from Lewis and
Clark's menus Thomas said. "Those foods contain vast amounts of sodium
nitrites."
Deep fried fat foods appear only once in the four week cycle of menus;, he
said.
Only whole wheat breads, brown rice, wheat berrys and buck wheat oats
are served everyday.
Thomas stated that all carbonated beverages were eliminated from Lewis
and Clarks mealy and were renlareci by fresh frozen fruit juices.

At Lewis and Clark, breakfast is composed of a variety of natural cereals,
fruit juices, a variety of eggs, bread with melted cheese and hot cereal.
Lunch is composed of three choices of entrees with a dish for vegetarians.
Thomas said that it is hard to vary the entrees served for vegitarians because
the various types of vegetables are limited. Dessert includes yougurt, fresh and
canned fruits and some type of cookie.
At dinner there is a choice of three entrees but the student can't go back
for seconds. "We give them a big enough portion the first time through,"
Thomas said. "The quality of the food is very good and the high cost doesn't
warrent more than one serving per student."
SAGA was started by three Seniors at Hobart University in New York
State, who were dissatisfied with that college's food service, which was
reorganizing at the time.
Thomas said the contract purchasing power of SAGA is strong, as opposed
to UPS's food system where the purchasing is done at "the back door".
Peter Orser, a member of the committee said he sees his group as a catylyst
in educating UPS students on better nutrition.
"Changing a menu is a tremendous task." Thomas said. "I don't think our
menus will be available to other food services due to the time and money it
took SAGA to completely research them."
The Lewis and Clark Food service program changed only after the
president ordered it. The question remains: What will it take to initiate a
change at UPS?

University alcohol policy chosen as topic for forum
The university alcohol policy will
be the topic of the first senate forum
sponsored by the Student Senate, on
Monday, Nov. 15 at 8 p.m. in the
SUB lounge.
Present will be Vice President
James Clifford, UPS Liaison officer
Jim Bass, Associate Dean of Students
Mary Longland, Safety and Security
Director John Hickey or Assistant
Director James Lonsbery, Resident
Assistants and members of the
Student Life Committee.
The format will include an
explanation by the administration of
the existing policy, a time for

questions and answers, small group
interaction for discussion and
feedback, and an open discussion at
the close. Following the forum
students and administrators may
converse informally over coffee .
The Student Senate hopes that

the forum will inform students of the
present policy, clarify its
development and effects, promote
feedback from the students present
and provide for informal contact
between students, senators, staff and
administrators.
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McNeil Penitentiary "good" . . . as far as prisons go
Editor's Note-This is part two of a series on McNeil Island.

make up 25 percent of the population, about twice the
percentage of Blacks in the "outside world". Indians are
also disproportionately represented, comprising a little
over four percent of the inmates. One percent of the
prison population is Oriental.
Although some people tend to dismiss prisoners as
unintelligent, the levels of intelligence at McNeil varies
just like it does anywhere else, and proportionately few of
them are below average. About 18 percent of the inmates
have been determined to have superior I.Q.'s with scores
of 120 or better. Since a federal prison houses not only
men convicted of bank robbery and drug selling but also
"white collar" criminals like embezzlers and tax evaders, a
number of inmates have college or graduate degrees.
Indeed, eight inmates are former attorneys (none from
UPS ... yet).
Along with those with superior IQ's, a good one-third
of the population is rated "high-average", with IQ scores
of 91-110. Over one-half of the population has received at
least a twelfth grade education and only 1% percent are
deemed to be of "inferior" intelligence.

By JIM RUPP
In any discussion about McNeil Island Penitentiary,
two points should be emphasized. First, it is difficult to
talk in terms of "good" or "bad" prisons since such
institutions are neither enjoyable nor as effective as many
feel they should be. But the general opinion at McNeil is
that, "as prisons go", it is one of the better ones.
A primary reason for this is that inmates there do not
remain idle. As mentioned in last week's article, everyone
capable of doing so works forty hours a week at a job
involving some level of responsibility. Because of this,
tensions are kept down to a minimum at McNeil.
A state prison like New York's Attica, however, is
quite a different situation. Attica has no industries to
employ prisoners and over 3,000 men spend most of their
days incarcerated in small cells. Only about three to four
hundred men remain active doing prison maintenance
work.
Since state prisons are notoriously worse than federal
penitentiaries (Washington's penitentiary at Walla Walla is
often referred to as the "snake pit") perhaps NcMeil and
Attica are unjust comparisons. But an officer at the prison
commented to our tour group that he had worked in four
other institutions and McNeil had a "better, more relaxed
atmosphere than the others."
An illustration of the different atmosphere, from what
most people expect to see in a prison, is the absence of
uniformed guards. The word "guards" is no longer used in
federal prisons. McNeil guards are unarmed "correctonal
officers" dressed in grey slacks and blue blazers. The only
firearms at the prison are in the observation towers on the
prison grounds.
It is not surprising to learn that there have been
relati‘ely few disturbances at McNeil Island. A month ago
there was a two-day food strike and five years ago there
was a work stoppage, but both were non-violent shows of
dissatisfaction.
Although no one can say that there are no incidents of
violence within the prison confines, we were told that an
inmate's environment remains pretty much undisturbed
unless he gets involved in those areas prone to breed
violence in prisons: narcotics traffic, criminal activities,
and homosexual behavior.
Recently, homosexual behavior and assault have been
much-discussed topics among those concerned with the
nation's penal system. McNeil Island officials admit that
homosexuality is a definite problem within the prison. Im`However, they suggest that it is one that can be avoided
by the inmates. Apparently, most incidents result from
and concern the few "promiscuous" homosexual inmates
at the penitentiary.
Another reason for less violence at McNeil is that
those first-degree murderers considered prone to violence
are not usually incarcerated in a — medium security"
prison like McNeil. Instead, they are put behind the
fifteen-foot walls of a maximum security prison like
Leavenworth, the federal penitentiary iu Kansas.
Another significant point to be emphasized about the
McNeil Island Penitentiary is that inmates are pretty
much like men in any community outside of the prison.
Disregarding the preference of many for elaborate tatoos,
men at McNeil could easily
blend into most
neighborhoods and not be noticed. Hair length is as long
as desired, mustaches and beards are common and the
predominant, but not required, dress is army surplus. All
this presents problems for a visitor who wants to
distinguish prisoners from prison employees.
Like the society on the mainland, the society at
McNeil is multi-racial, but the races are not
proportionally the same. Whites are the majority racial

Since the prison population is made up entirely of
convicted felons it cannot be said that McNeil is a
microcosm of American society. Most men here have
more than just criminal records. Our guide quoted the
warden as saying that one-third of the inmates at McNeil
have an alcohol problem; a third have a drug problem; and
another third have mental problems. To this the guide
added an additional figure, a quarter of the inmates have a
communication problem and "will not or cannot talk
with other people."
Disregarding the individual problems, it is interesting
to note that regulating the society on McNeil Island
involves many of the same problems which face the police
in any city. An example is the attempts to prohibit
alcohol and drugs. As is true on the mainland these
prohibitions are not entirely successful at McNeil.
Inmates' efforts to get such contraband are a good
illustration of how imaginative a person can get when he
has a lot of time to think.
Drugs have been smuggled into the McNeil
Penitentiary in just about every conceivable article a
visitor is allowed to bring. Nothing short of bodily
searching a naked visitor can effectively hair the practice.
If security officers are suspicious of someone they can
require a "strip search" but the common search of visitors

consists of checking purses and valises and passing the
person through a metal detector.
Even if the searching of visitors were more scrupulous,
drugs would still get to McNeil simply because it is an
island. There will always be the adventuresome sort who
will risk transporting drugs by boat and hiding them in a
predetermined place on the beach. The island is patrolled,
but a prison official said, "there's a lot of ground to cover
and we just don't have the staff to patrol that beach
effectively."
Alcohol, another ever-present product in human
society, is not smuggled onto McNeil since it is so hard to
conceal. Instead, it is continually produced by the
inmates, with production increases for the holiday season.
The alcohol produced in prisons is called "pruno", a
concoction made of any fruit juice base that will ferment
when combined with sugar (pilfered from the prison
cafeteria) and yeast (either in pure form or in bread). The
alcohol content is comparable to that of wine, and like
wine, drinking an excess does cause adverse effects. One
inmate said, "it causes a helluva hangover; I prefer
smoking pot."
Methods of making and secreting alcohol at McNeil
create a running contest between inmates and correction
officers. The officers we talked to said inmates are quite
ingenious at getting the materials and hiding the end
product. They use fire extinguishers, up in rafters . . . just
about every nook and cranny.
Later in the day I ran into one of the officers and he
pulled me aside to show me the most recently discovered
attempt to make pruno. It seems that an ambitious
prisoner had been going down the hall carrying a rather
bulky parka. The officers' suspicions were aroused and,
upon investigation, found that he was carrying four
one-gallon cans of Libby's fruit cocktail...a splendid base
for a Christmas liqueur (September '76, a vintage date?).
As long as the topic is drink, some time should be
devoted to the food in the staff cafeteria. Visitors are
served the same food the inmates eat. The food is as
palatable as any dormitory food. The lunch was a buffet
consisting of hot dogs, potatoes, baked beans, sauerkraut
(as inedible in prison as it is anyplace else), salad,
homemade soup, and cake. I asked one of the inmates
working there if the food was the same as that served in
the prison mess hall. He said it was, except that their's is
always a little colder.
The prisoners' mess hall was included in a later part of
the tour. Besides the food not being hot enough, it
appeared to be much like an average dormitory dining
.00m. But even a hot meal in a luxurious restaurant, day
after day for years, would be boring and less than
palatable. No chef could prepare food which would make
the atmosphere seem like freedom. One need only look
in the mess hall with this and all the other aspects of
prison life in minds to realize that physical punishment is
unnecessary. Just being in prison is bad enough.
As I looked out from inside the penitentiary I thought
how easy it must seem to an anxious inmate to just swim
away from McNeil Island. The three-mile expanse of
water of the east side of the island might keep him ashore,
but from the west side of the island, three and a half miles
away, he would only have to swim a half-mile before
reaching the shores of the Kitsap Penninsula. However,
strong tidal currents and icy waters make this a risky
endeavor.
There was an escape attempt in the last year, but these
are not all that common. The water is apparently
treacherous enough to convince inmates to remain ashore.
As one officer said, "That water is the only thing we have
going for us."

group, comprising 70 percent of the population. Blacks
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Tai Ch'i is powerful, smooth, impressive
By PETER MACY
The dancer barely pauses, steps cat-like to the right
and shifts weight in one swift, graceful movement. His
hands and arms flow in perfect rhythm with the body as
it turns and begins yet another movement. The 60 people
watching are completely absorbed hardly breathing.
It's called Tai Ch 'i. Precise. Powerful. Smooth.
Impressive.
But it's more than a dance. Guest speaker Howard
Nevitt explained at a recent Intersection meeting that the
exhilarating display he would do for us was a meditation,
a part of the religious practice of Taoism. Nine entranced
minutes later we were beginning to understand.
Tai Ch'i is a series of incredibly intricate movements,
which Nevitt called "akatas". The akatas were developed
from watching nature, Nevitt said, and hence have been
given names like "Catch Sparrow's Tail", or "Tiger Faces
Mountain."
Nevitt told the group that there were 13 original
akatas. These have been added to over the centuries, he
said, until today there are 108 movements and hundreds

of variations of each of these.
Nevitt said that his nine-minute demonstration was
called "Yang" style, which is named after the master who
developed this particular form. He also explained that the
Yang style demonstrated was "short form", consisting of
only 38 movements. The full 108-movement "long form"
takes 20 to 30 minutes to perform, he said.
When asked about his personal use of Tai Ch'i, Nevitt
said that he does the entire long form twice through each
morning. He also replied that he has been working on Tai
Ch'i for five years so far and still doesn't consider
himself good at it. (Most of the group disagreed.) He said
that to become a master takes 20 years or more.
Nevitt gave the group some of the history of Tai Ch'i.
It is nearly 3,000 years old, he said, and was originally
created in China as a means of providing exercise for
monks meditating in Taoist monasteries. It met the
objectives well, Nevitt said, and was found to build
strength, endurance, and excellent coordination.
Nevitt explained that Tai Ch'i has also been developed
by some masters into a martial art, although it is a

technique quite different from karate or other fighting
disciplines.
The Intersection group had a chance to practice some
Tai Ch'i. Nevitt became the instructor and spent 45
minutes teaching "Catch Sparrow's Tail," a 5-part
movement. A few people may even have learned it right!
One of the most interesting instructor's tips that
Nevitt gave was that a person should be in about the same
spot and facing the same direction at the end of each full
routine as he/she was at the beginning of it. Now that's
one tall order/for prospective practitioners. Tai Ch'i is so
full of steps, stops, spins, turns and kicks that it's amazing
the artist can even retain balance and remember the
moves, let alone return to his/her precise starting location
and posture.
Nevitt lives in Seattle and teaches a weekly course
there. He said, however, that he would be willing to do a
weekly Tai Ch'i class for UPS students if sufficient
interest is shown. Students who might wish to learn Tai
Ch'i were encouraged to contact the Chaplain's office to
see how this possibility develops.

Plain speaking on
Truman studies
Students who will be juniors next
fall and are interested in a career in
public service (i.e.
government,
politics)
are now eligible for a
national scholarship worth up to
$5,000 each year. This year, the first
of the Harry S. Truman Scholarships
will be awarded to fulltime students
pursuing undergraduate degrees at
accredited institutions of higher
learning.
To be eligible for a Truman
Scholarship, a Student must be: (OA
full-time student pursuing a
bachelor's degree at an accredited
institution; (2)Have a junior standing
3S of fall 1977; (3)Have a college
grade-point average of 3.0 or better
and be in the top 25% of his or her
class; (4)Be a U.S. citizen; (5)Have an
undergraduate major which would
permit a career in public service
(history, political science, public
administration, economics, finance,
international relations, etc.).
Winners of the Truman
Scholarships will receive an award
covering tuition and fees, books,
room and board up to $5,000
annually.
One Truman scholar will be
chosen from the colleges and
universities of Washington State
(each institution may nominate one
student).
Students interested in this new
and interesting scholarship program
a re encouraged to contact Dr.
Michael Veseth of the economics
dept. (ex. 3138) by Nov. 19, at the
latest.

40

Bike market
pedals off
It was bound to happen sooner or
later: everyone who wants a bicycle
has one and the bike boom is over.
According to industry figures, sales
are off nearly 50 percent as the adult
segment of the market nears the
saturation point.
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Remember to call Dad to tell him about your role in the new campus play.
The wardrobe mistress thinks you look great in marigolds.
He'll be glad you called.
You will be, too.
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Places to go in January

Winterim calls for traveling
By ANN PULL/AM
You say you can't stand the thought of staying in
Tacoma throughout a long dreary January? You say you
like to travel and see new places? Then a Winterim abroad
might be just what you've been looking for.
This year UPS is offering several off-campus Winterim
classes, including ones in Britain and Framce.
Walter Lowrie of the history dept. is in charge of the
Britain class, which is "an interdisciplinary introduction
to British history and culture." Students will travel
through England and Scotland learning about the
geography, history, culture, architecture, and social
patterns of Britain.
The group will visit Canterbury, Stonehenge, Oxford,
Cambridge, and many other places during the month. Dr.
Lowrie says he hopes to "integrate group experiences
with individual exploration of Britain." The students will
be expected to do some background reading before the
trip and write a research paper on a topic related to the
course upon their return to school.
Class members will spend approximately 12 hours per
day traveling, hearing lectures by Dr. Lowrie and some of
his British colleagues, and in other course-related
activities. Dr. Lowrie noted that they will have many
evenings free, and they can attend the theatre and other
cultural events.
The cost for the Britain Winterim will be
approximately $1045 per students, which includes air
fare, food and lodging. There is a limit of 24 students, and
at this writing 15 students have signed up for the course.
Interested students are encouraged to contact Dr. Lowrie
in the history dept. The last day to sign up for the tour is
Dec. 1. "We have an extremely interesting group of
students going," Dr. Lowrie said. "They're interested in

academics and in widening their horizons through the
living-learning experience in Britain. I'm lucky to get a
good group of students."
The France Winterim tour, led by Michel Rocchi of
the foreign language dept. will be organized much like the
trip to Britain. Although there will be no required reading
for the course, students will be expected to attend daily
two-hour lectures about the art, geography, government,
religion and political structure of France, and to write a
research paper.
The class will stay one week in Paris, visiting the
Louvre, the Bourse, cathedrals, the Sorbonne and the
opera, among other places. At a recent orientation
meeting Rocchi encouraged the students to "get lost" in
the city, to really get to know it on their own.
The last three weeks of the month the class will travel
to all parts of France, visiting historic Versailles, Lyon in
the industrial region, Nimes, where many ancient ruins are
located, Bordeaux in the wine country, and the Loire
Valley with its famous chateaux.
Rocchi, who is originally from Italy, requires that
students going on the France Winterim have a good
knowledge of the French language. Half of the 16
students signed up to go at this writing are French majors
or minors.
The Italian and French teacher said that he "feels
pretty good" about the students who are going. "A!I the
kids are interested in the langauge. I don't feel that I am
leading just a group of tourists. They are interested in the
culture and the people of France."
The deadline to sign up for the France Winterim is
Nov. 19, not Nov. 5 as stated in the Winterim catalog. The
cost per student is $975, which includes sightseeing, air
fare and hotel accomodations, but not meals. This tour
has a limit of 20 students.

AIESEC is growing
By ROB COSTELLO
German, French, Dutch, English and Spanish could be
heard around a room in McIntyre Hall recently, as
students from universities across the world conversed
quietly prior to the start of a meeting of the UPS chapter
of AIESEC.
AIESEC (a French acronum, which translates to the
International Association of Students in Economics and
Business Management), is a relatively new organization on
campus, and presently involved in increasing its
membership. This meeting was designed to do that.
President Val Albert, who recently returned from an
AIESEC training seminar in New york, opened the
meeting by welcoming the students and guests present
and introducing Joseph Candiotti from Saint Martin's
College.
Candiotti, a man of varied background, spoke of the
growing importance of an "international education" and
stressed the potential benefits to students who avail
themselves of opportunities such as those AIESEC
provides through the internship exchange. Candiotti said,
"I've worked with the United Nations and other
organizations in the international spectrum. Jobs will be
tight in the future. An experience like this is invaluable."
Candintti added that the increasing interdependence
of nations will make such an "international education"
important to all students, not only those whose major
includes an "International" in the title.
Following Candiotti's talk, Albert introduced three
foreign students presently engaged in internships in the
local area. The students came from the University of
Hong Kong, the University of Malaysia and the University
of Paris. Each spoke of their experiences with AIESEC.
One, a student of economics, is presently engaged in a
study for the Port of Tacoma.
The young Malaysian student is presently conducting a
study of trade relations between Malaysia and the U.S. for
the Port of Seattle.
The French student is presently working with the
management staff of Paccar International and believes
that he will continue to work with Paccar in their
European district, when he returns to France.
Tony Delegano, president of the AIESEC chapter at
the University of Washington, spoke at the close of the
meeting and encouraged the students present to build the
chapter. Delegano stressed the benefits of the AIESEC
program with respect to a student's future. "Employers
are looking for students who are doing something extra,
AIESEC is that something extra".

Al Walters' campaign
Continued from Page 1
Walters said he really doesn't feel he lost because, "I got 1,491 people to
vote for me and they like me. They thought I was a viable candidate the first
time out."
He said the biggest thing he got out of the campaign, even though he lost at
the polls, was that he conducted a campaign honestly, openly and above
board. "We never had to indulge in any political trickery.
"I believe that the Democratic Party is now in the same structural upheaval
as the Whig party was in 1858." he said that the oldest party people then
refused to open their eyes to the fact that young blood and new innovative
ideas were needed."
Walters went into the hole for the campaign. He sold his $3,000 stereo for
$400, his 150-gallon $300 aquarium for $75, his albums and his books. "I sold
everything value." He kept the neccesities--the stove and the furniture. "You
have to sacrifice something to make it."
"Anything worth having is worth sacrificing for," he said and in order to
be a public servant you have to sacrifice somthing."

Pie-facing thrown to court
OUPS
SAIlDWICHES
SALADS. PASTRIES
ICE CREAM PH. SK 2 -4069
'~ A FRESH GROW!) COFFEES AM TEA
OPEI1 SEVEn DAYS A WEEK
5102 flORTH PEARL .TACOMR

One reason last Spring's pie-facing
fad was so short-lived was that there
were many people who didn't think
it was all that funny.
One who didn't was a Univeristy
of Kansas psychology professor who
got chocolate-creamed in the face by
a student in his classroom last May.
He pressed battery charges against

the student, allegedly a member of
the Brotherhood of Pief ace Assassins.
Last month the student, free on
$500 bond, got a full jury trial at
which his supporters marched wearing
pie-tin helmets and bearing signs
reading, "If pies were outlawed, only
outlaws would have pies," and "Walk
softly and carry a big pie."
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campus, but rather for mature adults
to show them a sane and sensible way
in which to use it properly.
Martin Scriblerus, Esq.

TRAIL

EDITORIAL
Letters

Scriblerus's solution
Dear Editor:

The alcohol problem at UPS is of
grave concern to me. I would like to
commend the administration on their
attempts to deal with the problem
fairly while recognizing the individual
rights of the student, particularly the
members of the fraternities and
sorotities. However, no real effort has

been made to meet the needs of the
students t 'ho live in dormitories and
wish to serve alcohol as part of their
social gatherings. I would like to
present a proposal which I am sure
will improve the situation 90 proof.
In my humble opinion, a new and
innovative approach, not yet tried on
any campus in this country, could
bring about immense social happiness
to both individuals and living groups
alike. Seeing that the university is
always on the move, I propose that
UPS sponsor a "drinkmobile" for
student use on a nightly basis with
extended hours on Tuesdays, Fridays
and Saturdays. This "drinkmobile"
would work on the BYOB principle
and would provide a relaxed
atmosphere in which students could
safely enjoy social drinking with
friends while still complying with the
university's established policy
prohibiting the sale or use of alcohol
in public places on campus. Since the
bus would be an enclosed,
free-moving structure, not technically
"on campus", I am sure that no one
could possibly object.
As to the specifics of the plan, if
agreed upon by the student body, the
ASUPS could provide funds for the
salary of the driver, the initial rental

of the bus, gasoline and other
miscellaneous expenses. These costs
could be partially defrayed by
charging an admission fee of fifty
cents per hour of use for each
student. The "mobile" would tour
the campus every hour, making stops
at each dorm, the SUB, the
Fieldhouse and late stops at the
library. If the idea caught on,
additional buses could be added for
"high use" times such as Spring
Weekend and Homecoming.
The merits of this plan are many.
First, it would eliminate the need for
boisterous students to wander all
over campus, since they would be
delivered to their very door.
Secondly, since the driver would be
an employee of UPS and would not
participate in the drinking, he or she
could serve in a supervisory capacity.
This would also eliminate the
possible danger of drunken drivers on
or near campus. Thirdly, it would
provide an atmosphere of comraderie
and would create an additional,
pleasurable extra-curricular activity.
There are many more reasons to
recommend this plan, too numerous
to mention here.
Even though I have returned to
my hometown of Grosse Point,
Mich., I continue to have an active
interest in the social life of the
students at UPS. Since the
administration has done its best to
put the "alcohol problem" in its
proper perspective, I feel that it is
only right that I do my fair share.
The problem, as I see it, is not to ban
the use of alcohol by students on

Give credit
Dear Editor:
We were distressed by a story that
appeared in the Nov. 5 issue of the
TRAIL. The story, written by Laura
Porter, concerned the imminent
change in univeristy grading.
Noting that the story had a
familiar ring to it, we hastily
consulted the Oct. 21 issue of the
ADVOCATE. Sure enough, on the
front page, was an almost identical
story, dealing with almost identical
subject matter. The only basic
difference between the stories
seemed to be the absence of any
mention of the ADVOCATE.
We feel the TRAIL was remiss in
not mentioning the fact that the
ADVOCATE pioneered this story on
campus. Hopefully, this letter has
somewhat clarified the issue. For
further elaboration, please consult
the next edition of America's fastest
rising young newspaper, the
ADVOCATE.
Steve Dwyer, Brian Cole, Steve
McLellan, Chris Ellis and Terry
Titmus
The ADVOCATE Staff

Activities increased
Dear Editor:
Please allow me to respond to a
recent letter to the editor (Oct. 29)
which credited the lack of activities
for the alcohol problem, if indeed
there is one. Not being well
acquainted with alcohol, I will
address myself to the lack of
activities.
To say that "the activities
programs have slowly diminished" is
untrue and unfair to the people who
have worked so hard to make things
better. I, too, am a senior, and recall
vividly the Tuesday nights spent
watching the classic 1944 war
movies. Remember the enchanting
evenings in the Cellar when popcorn

was only a nickel a bag. The only
entertainment was provided when no
one claimed the just prepared Tuna
Logger. Remember the Games Room
and the Popular Entertainment
committee three years ago. I don't.
They did not exist. If you like the
Friday at Nine, you'll love Campus
Showcase and be able to see the flick
Friday too. The absence of boogies
has been due to a lack of personnel,
but they are now back in operation.
The people working in the
Activities Programs are presently
serving as well as the facilities and the
helpful labor allows. If you don't
think so, please say why and what
can be done to remedy the situation.
First, make an effort to find out
what is going on. It's not being kept
secret.

Letters Policy
The TRAIL welcomes letters
from its readers. We ask that you
keep them brief, to the point, typed
and double-spaced. Longer letters
addressing specific concerns will be
considered for our Campus Forum
section. The TRAIL does not
guarantee publication under any
circumstances and reserves the right
to reject material for reasons of
available space, style or factual
misrepresentation, and tc edit for
grammar, style and length. All letters
must be signed and include the
author's phone number. Submission
deadline is 12 noon Monday for that
week's edition.

John Campbell

Karl Ohls/Sidebar

Soon they will
all be Tribunes
4111:
The Tacoma News Tribune is the prototypeof the newspaper of the future.
It has modern production facilities to cut expenses, offset printing, color
pictures, short articles, breezy writing and monopoly control over the news in
its circulation area.
Because of the high cost of running a newspaper and increased competition
from television, most metropolitan areas can't support two independent
competing dailies anymore. People just aren't reading as much. The product
must be visually oriented like the Tribune.
Seattle is one of the few exceptions t, this, but it's anyone's guess how
long that will last. For years there have been rumors that the
Post-Intelligencer was on the verge of going under.
The Seattle Times' larger circulation gives it a tremendous boost in
obtaining advertising. On any given day it is twice as thick as the P-I, which
suffers a nightly crisis over the allotment of its limitted news hole.
Under the provisions of the Newspaper Preservation Act, many formerly
competing newspapers have set up joing operating agreements where they
maintain seperate editorial departments but share advertising, circulation and
printing facilities.
But even this can be a fragile solution.
Word came from home the other day that the Pulitzer Prize winning
Anchorage Daily News would be going out of business soon. In a front page
editorial Oct. 29, the management of Alaska's only morning newspaper
announced that they were in trouble. The owners could no longer support the
paper's deficit; it needed community support to survive.
For the past two years it has had a joint operating agreement with the
evening Anchorage

Times (with a circulation approaching 50,000 it is the

state's largest newspaper).
The News was aquired by its present management in 1967 when Larry

Penny Drost/State and Local

Fanning, former editor of the Chicago Daily News, and his wife Kay came to
Alaska to purchase a paper and develop it into a first-rate experimental
newsgathering operation.
Fanning was very well-respected in his field. It was under his guidance that

Awards for the voters
Over the past several weeks, because of my deep
involvement in local politics, I have been the recipient of
a host of remarks on what was still the upcoming election.
Some, I know were made in jest, others which I find
incredible to believe, were made in earnest. It is to these
people I feel compelled to give my "You've Got To Be
Kidding Awards".
High on my list is a fellow student who told me that
even though he was still undecided, he was leaning toward
Carter because his commercials were so much better.
Not to be outdone, was a person I've always had great
respect for, who, after complaining loudly about the
profoundly Democratic Washington Legislature, remarked
that it wouldn't be so bad if John Spellman got to
governor, but voting for Dixie would be the better choice
since she was a Democrat and could get along better with
"them". I might add that this same person
wholeheartedly endorsed Gerald Ford in spite of the fact
that the U.S. Congress is controlled by Democrats.
The third award goes to those many people who said
they voted for Carter because they could not stand
Robert Dole. I simply must lump these folks with my
fellow student who digs commercials, and present them
with the bonus award for having such deep political
convictions.
I have two awards left to give: The Grand Award and
the Great Grand Award. I have saved these for last
because they go, not to the spouters of great logic I've
listened to, but rather to a campaign committee and the
voters of Washington State, respectively.
The lesser of the two grand awards goes to the
Committee for Initiative 332, which tried to outlaw
flouridation in public water supplies. It is not the
question of flouridation that makes this committee
deserving of such an award, but rather the little one-inch
by one-inch ads they ran in the paper that went
something like this: "Fight cancer, vote Yes on Initiative
322". So far I've been told that sex, refined sugar, foods
with preservatives, and now flouridation cause cancer. If
all this is true then only celibates and very small children

are healthy, we've found a cure for overweight, and the
Pure Food and Drug Administration and the American
Dental Association are Communist plots.
Finally, the best of all, to the voters of the State of
Washington I give my highest award. Not only did they
vote heavily in favor of requiring appointed state officials,
many of who serve without compensation other than
expenses, to file public financial statements, but they
went into the polling booths and skipped around like they
were playing hopscotch.
Because of the influence money has in determining
how an elected official votes, I supported and still support
the Public Disclosure Law. People who seek public office
and ask for the confidence of the electorate should be
willing to show the source of their campaign funds and
financial income. However, the men and women who are

asked to serve this state in good faith, on their own time
and because of their particular talents, should not be
asked, anymore than any other private citizen, how much
they make and what they own or owe.

Secondly,
ticket-splitting, especially when a
Republican President and Deomcratic Congressmen are
supported, or a Republican President and a Democratic
Governor carry a state, simply confounds me.
The night before the election, CBS, in a special
preelection show, neatly, concisely, and dramatically,
listed and explained the differences between Carter, being
a Democrat, and Ford, being a Republican. My first
thought was, "What the hell took them so long", but
nevertheless, if nothing else, it helped me regain
confidence in my sanity. There will always be Richard
Nixons or Karl Herrmanns running for or holding office
and even those of us who hold true to our convictions will
find ourselves unable to pull their levers in the polling
booths, but we will not pull the opposition's.
Furthermore, there will always be a difference between the
parties, unless this country goes to a one-party system like
some other countries I can think of, and there is no other
respectable position than to believe in one party or the
other.

writers such as Nicholas Von Hoffman, James Reston, Mike Royko and (even)
Ann Landers got their start.
At the time there were a lot of vested interests in the state, powerful and
complacent. Fanning brought Chicago journalism techniques to Alaska. He
went after the special interests like gangbusters, exposing neglect and
malfeasance at all levels. For the first time in many years Alaska had an
aggressive newspaper that would cover good stories without regard to who
might be offended. The News became a very interesting paper to read each
morning; you never knew what they'd come up with.
Many people weren't used to this style of journalism, though, and the
News developed an undeserved reputation as a scandal sheet.
In 1971 Larry Fanning died of a heart attack. His wife became publisher
and ran the newspaper along with his hand-picked editors.
After several years it became increasingly clear that this type of publication
would not take in Alaska. Its losses were underwritten by the owners, Field
Enterprises, which also owns the Chicago Daily News and the Chicago
Sun-Times.

Several years ago the News cleaned up its act and abandoned some of its
more outspoken liberal positions, such as supporting gun control and opposing
the trans-Alaska pipeline. Some of the more radical firebrands they had for
reporters left for other jobs. With them went much of the paper's appeal to
me.
In order to stabilize their financial position, the News entered into the
agreement with the Times. They got rid of their old letterpress (which the
employes dubbed "the rock crusher") and switched to the Times' modern
offset equipment.
The News' circulation didn't improve though (it hovered around 14,000)
and the operation continued to lose money. Recently I understand it has been
around $50,000 a month.
I doubt the News will be able to survive. In an austerity move they cut
back their already small staff. This shows in the stories, they lack detail and
are rather sketchy, as if the reporter was in a hurry to get them done.
It's sad, because the News has always had very high standards. This year
the News won a Pulitzer for a series on the powerful Alaska Teamsters Union.
It was exhaustively researched and dispelled many myths about the
organization.
I've found that, in general, the public could care less about good
journalism. They're only interested in buying the thickest newspaper with the
most shopping ads, the best classified section and the most thorough wedding
and obituary notices.

Times (which makes the Tribune look extremely
The Anchorage
innovative) has all this and will now be given momopoly control over news
events in Anchorage. A very depressing prospective. A situation will develop
like we have here, where if it isn't printed in the TNT, it didn't happen.
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McCully says it all
By MATT McCULLY
I will never be quoted as saying that people are ignorant. Still, there are
very important things in the world that most people are just not aware of. For
example:
Most everyone has heard of Mutt and Jeff, and often refer to them when
talking about a tall person and a short person together. But many of these
people don't even know which one is Mutt and which one is Jeff. Do you?
An expression commonly used is, "I could care less." The people who use
this expression either don't realize how silly and meaningless the saying is, or
they don't care that they are debasing the English language. The expression is
supposed to be, "I couldn't care less."
Of course you've heard, "It's not whether you win or lose, it's how you
play the game." Do you know who said it? Man's name was Grantland Rice,
and that particular phrase was only a part of a poem by Mr. Rice.
Never walk under a ladder or break a mirror or do anything dangerous on
Friday the 13th. Right? All these superstitious acts are supposedly followed to
avoid bad luck, but most people don't know one of the greatest ways to
actually bring good luck. On the first day of the month one should say
"Rabbit Rabbit" and roll over twice in bed before doing anything else. Try it.
Oh yeah, Mutt is the tall skinny one, and Jeff is the diminuative dawdler.
You're welcome!

A TRAIL staff member replys
to Cindy Tyran's critical letter
My dear Cindy Tyran:

ever considered that 'you can't please

This is a reply to your letter

live and breathe with that maxim

newswriting skills and presentation of

over our heads (along with the plague

news by TRAIL staff.
Putting together a newspaper

of deadlines, snags, mistakes,

requires a great deal of time and
effort. In that our staff members are
students with commitments outside
the newspaper, they cannot live in
the TRAIL office writing, editing,

Herringbone Tucker's

Seven Nights a Week

Tequila TUESDAY
All Tequila

Bar drinks $1.00
Taco Salads $3.75

Open For Lunch 11:30 Dinner from 5:30

that all the typos you mentioned
were in the sports section. There
were 14 other pages in that issue--or

meet, budgets to work within and a

Typos are inevitable. Correcting

difficult time recruiting professional

such mistakes is a very
ti me -consuming headache-inducing

We cannot hire William. F. Buckley

process. Laboring over copy at 3am.,
reading lines that blur before

to write for us. UPS students
comprise our staff. Let me assure

watering eyes is not exactly

you, we realize our shortcomings.
The New York Times (and even the
Tacoma News Tribune) will not cry

either. (Neither does it help your

over the competition our paper and

such deep concern about our
mistakes, we thank you for noticing

reporters give them. Some of our
writers are consistently good, a small
few are excellent. The rest-well,
learn, right? They are trying to
become more investigative, powerful,
accurate and thorough journalists. I
certainly give them a great deal of
credit for trying. That's one heck of a
lot more than I can say for a lot of
people (not meaning you,

Every Tuesday is

before printing. I noticed, Cindy,

didn't you notice them?

they're . students and we're here to

Disco

that are, unfortunately, not caught

typing, proofing, selling ads and

We are a small-college newspaper.

Presents

misquotes ...).
'Certainly we make typing errors

doing layout. We have deadlines to

journalists.

50PzOCEIV

all of the people, all of the time'? We

(TRAIL Oct. 29) questioning the

specifically) who can do no more

conducive to effective proofreading,
nine am. midterm the next morning.)
However, in that you have expressed

(at least the TRAIL is being read)
and we do cordially invite you to
re-channel your disillusionment with
our work and at the same time, help
us to fulfill our commitment to our
readers as a worthwhile campus
media. We challenge you to help
make the TRAIL and its presentation
of information "a good
representation of this university" and

than sit on their apathy and

lend us your (undoubtably) superb
writing and proofreading skills. Pick

complain.

up your assignment from Malcolm on

As for news, our primary ..aurce

Monday, 4:30 pm., and have it ready

of news is dear old UPS. When the

for the vicious copy editor the

university lacks newsworthy events

following Monday. We start most of
our proofing Wednesday--noon 'til

(as is very often the case), we have to
dig deeper and/or go beyond the
campus itself. We have been criticized
for not covering highly controversial
national, state and local news--like
the UW Daily. We have also been
criticized for straying too far off
campus with articles covering the
WSU-USC and University of

Midnight--sometimes later.
Thank you, Cindy. We are glad to
see people re-direct their depreciative
energies, negative attitudes, and
complaints to more constructive
pursuits. See ya Monday!
Carrie Mayes
TRAIL staff member

Washington football games. Have you

BRING
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0
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On:

10 MINUTES
OF YOUR TIME
COULD SAVE
A FRIEND'S LIFE.
Nor free information. write to:
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345
Rockville. Maryland 20852
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Randy Clark/Nuff Said

TRAIL

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENTI

Faith Healer
The Empty Space production of American Buffalo has renewed my faith in
the Theatre. When I go to the theatre I hope everytime that I can become
immersed in the production to the point that I forget that it's theatre; that I
could forget that I'm sitting in a seat watching an immitation of reality. With
any production, even the most flashy of musicals, I believe that is possible. Up
until last Friday night I was beginning to wonder if I would see it ever again.
American Buffalo is absurdist theatre. It starts from nowhere and ends
there. It allows the viewer to intimately become involved with a couple of
misfits to the point that we believe the strange paranoia they force us to under
go.
At the intermission break, we wonder why we have become engrossed in
something that we have no way of understanding. A ludicrous burglery is
being organized by two people totally involved in a universe that only involves
how they all think of each other. Nothing else. They have enough money. You
watch $20 bills fly around and yet nobody ever seems to know what they
want it for. One of them is that obnoxious kind of nervous fellow that makes
your skin crawl. He's so gross he makes you laugh. His name is Teach and is
performed brilliantly by Glenn Mazen. The most important thing is you
believe him.
To make you accept him even more, the playwrite (David Mamet)
juxtapositions him across from a fairly calm individual, Don Dubrow, the
owner of the pawnshop.

World renowned violinist Daniel Heifetz

Daniel Heifetz at Temple Theatre
Daniel Heifetz, world-renowned
violinist, will be the featured guest
artist with the Tacoma Symphony
Orchestra on Wednesday, Nov. 17 at
the Temple Theater in downtown
Tacoma.
The orchestra will present a
program of Symphonic No. 104 by
Haydn, of Medea's Meditation and
Dance by Vengeance by Samuel
BArber. After intermission, the violin
concerto by Jean Sibelius will be
presented by the orchestra and the
guest soloist, Daniel Heifetz.
Widely acclaimed by audiences,
conductors and critics as one of the
most fiery and charismatic violinists

of our time, Daniel Heitetz has
brought a new aura of excitement to
the concert stage. Having studied
with the great Efrem Zimbalist and
the eminent pedagogue Ivan
Galamian, Daniel Heifetz, in July of
1969 won first prize at the
Merriweather Post Competition in
Washington, D.C. He then went on to
make his New York debut at
Philharmonic Hall on Jan. 25,1970.
After his debut he was hailed by
the New York Times for his
"dashing, wholly idiomatic
performance of the Tchaikovsky
Violin Concerto." Since then he has
been touring extensively throughout

the United States, Europe, Central
and South America--"an amazing
interpreter of the violin--a complete
artist who breathed music from every
pore." (Bogota, Columbia) Daniel
Heifetz is the son of the eminent
neurosurgeon, Dr. Milton D. Heifetz
of Beverly Hills, California, and his
violin is the 'Efrem Zimbalist'
Guarnerius del Gesu dated 1735.
The Tacoma Symphony Orchestra
is supported by the Univeristy of
Puget Sound. The Conductor and
Musical Direcotr of the orchestra is
Edward Seferian. All Tacoma
Symphony concerts are free. The
Heifetz concert starts at 8:30 p.m.

Jeff Steitzer allows the intensity of Dubrow to creep up on you. He has a
build to his character that is a joy to watch. His interpretory ability and pacing
is the key to the script. He retains the essence of unbelievability that is
Mamet's purpose.
The third character is Bob, a slow kid that just hangs around. Steve
Tompkins gives to the part, which could easily have been boring, a very subtle
intensity that only one who thinks about his craft can achieve.
The two hours you spend inside Don's pawnshop will leave such an
impression of chaos on your mind that it will amaze you. It will because you'll
be so shocked that you've become so involved.
The believability is amazing. The set and the effects (you can hear the
other person on the phone, like you would normally be able to if you were
sitting with someone who was talking on the phone) are real. One "feels" the
situation. You're never told.
If you want to see theatre art, instead of just a "play" go to the Empty
Space and see American Buffalo. It'll restore your faith.
American Buffalo runs through Dec. 19th.

Ends Nov. 1 7th.

"Cousin Cousine is quite possibly the most accurate representation of happy, healthy sensuality I
have seen on film." —John Simon, New York Magazine

(--

"Cousin Cousine is a
marvelously earnest and funny film."
—Penelope Gillian. New Yorker Magazine

Mozart Recital by Chamber Orch.
By LYNN SKINNER

The

dreams of

Mozart were brought to the
stage last Wednesday night by Daniel Lynch, conducting
the UPS Chamber Orchestra in an All Mozart recital. The
pulsating music was expertly portrayed, especially by the
musical

strong violin section.
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's musical style is referred
to as "absolute musicality". All of the influences
surrounding his life were transformed into a Classic
beauty all its own. He lived for and in his music,
prodigiously expressing the art in a synthesis of national
styles and unending creativity. His first minuets were
composed at the early age of 6, and the more than 600
compositions that followed illustrate his virtuosity as an
exceptional organist and violinist as well as an
accomplished compser. Although he lived only 35 years,
Mozart's inventive genius has made him one of the
greatest musical figures of the Early Romantic period.
In The Concerto in A,K488, guest-pianist Michael
Lobberegt succeeded in lightly and clarly working
through the exposed piano interludes, adding an
unusuaiiy refined musical colour to the program. The

4„ - - 1467),AI
Qx 383-2041
SELECT BOOKS •

WEAVING •
STAINED GLASS
------ SUPPLIES
CY4-,̀e" USED RECORDS ts BOOKS
UNUSUAL CALENDARS CAR03
BAMBOO KALE, r,escoPES
POSTERS INCENSE • INARMASEALS

311307:FACORA

final piece, Eine Kleine Nachtmusik was powerfully
played by the entire string section of the orchestra,
demonstrating their ability to dynamically re-create the
miraculous music of Mozart.
Freda Herseth, mezzo-soprano, gave her Senior Recital
Friday evening in Jacobsen Hall.
The all-German program included selections from
Schubert, Brahms, Wolf, and Mahler. Although most of
the themes focused on the passions of a "loved one.",
Freda incorporated a nice mood contrast into the
program. Roxanne Ekstedt accompanied her on viola for
the final Brahms number before intermission, playing
smoothly with pianist Michael Lobbergt.
Freda's rich vocal tones effectively portrayed the
sadness frquently expressed by all of this composers'
musical ideas inherent in these selections--especially in the
plaintive songs of Mahler. Her overall understanding and
presentation of the German leider, coupled with the
technical diversity of accompanist Lobberegt created an
enjoyable evening and a recognition of Freda's vocal
accomplishments here.

"A jaunty and effervescent comedy."
—Wiliam Wolf. Cue Magazine

Lakewood Cheatre

IANIWOOD CENTER- its -350C

PRINCE GARDNER'

BOB'S TOTUM MARKET
H c i,

r s -

Dr!

/ A te4

T

,fk

'cur Neighborhood Food Cen,Jr

61h &..Proctor Ave.

BANKER BILLFOLD
CONSTRUCTED WITH A HAND-CRAFTED OLD WORLD LOOK!
Smooth turned edges. Wafer thin. A pocket on both sides for
credit cards, photos, etc. . . . each with a removable 2window (four view) case. Divided bill compartment with
concealed flaps. Four additional pockets for stamps,
tickets, etc.
Handsome leathers. Popular Colors.
From $6.00
6th & Proctor

HOVELAND DRUG

752-3551
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"Metamorphosis" key to M.C. Esher
By CHRIS WOODRUFF
A film featuring the works of M.C. Escher was shown
this past Thursday to students at several locations on
campus.
Escher is a fascinating drawer and printmaker. This
perception of space, combined with the complex
technology involved in his work draws a fine line between
art and science. Positive space and negative space have
equal importance in the development of his works, and
both must be equally perceived to get the full impact of
his art.
Escher's works were examined in a close-up,
process-oriented manner. The camera took the viewer
along a path which visually expained the artists' thoughts
and steps in developing the works. The key words to
understanding Escher's art are "gradated change" and
"metamorphosis". The final work shown in the film was a
unique twenty-four-foot by nine-inch piece that moved
along in a horizontal progression, beginning with the word
' metamorphosis' and slowly changing from words to
images and then back again, to the final step, which was
the word "metamorphosis'.

To think that a person could perceive reality as
Escher did is unbelievable. The film was inspiring, and
hopefully more films of this caliber will be shown on
campus in the future.
••
There will be a short meeting Tues, Nov 16, of all
concerned art students interested in forming a group to
contribute greater student input to art dept. meetings.
Many students feel there is an urgent need for this. If you
would like to see the art dept. become a more worthwhile
place tomorrow, attend the meeting of Tuesday, 12 noon
in the firplace room adjacent to the main gallery.
••
The fireplace room gallery in Kittredge Hall has been
turned over to the students for a rotating show of art
work for about the next three weeks.
The show currently on display is work done by this
semester's sculpture students. A variety of materials from
wood and aluminum, to canvas and glass were used to
create the words. The show is well worth seeing, and
offers a pleasant change from the usual shows on display
in the main gallery.

Students encourage x-rated film showing
Students want them and they
make money. These are the reasons
that more and more campus film
programs are including X-rated
pictures in their fare.
In an effort to find out more
about the extent of X-rated film
programming on the nation's
campuses, the film committee of the
National Entertainment Conference
recently surveyed their member
institutions. The 192 colleges and
universitites that responded to the

survey reported showing a total of
11,000 films of all types last year.
Although there have been some
hassles, apparently there is not a
great deal of campus concern about
potent ial problems of showing
X-rated films. The survey reports that
of the campus film programmers
responding 63 percent had not
investigated local statutes regarding
such films. Only 25 percent of the
schools had a formal policy regarding
the showing of X-rated films.

— Legitimate —
X -rated films
(Clockwork Orange„ Last Tango in
Paris) are being shown at 78 percent
of public college campuses, 80
percent of private colleges and only
36 percent of church-related schools,
according to the survey.
Hard-core X-rated films such as
Deep Throat are shown at 12 percent
of public institutions and 24 percent
of private colleges. No church-related
college reported showing such films.

System of the Wee

Come hear our oll-Yamaha
system!
Yamaha CR-400 AM/FM
receiver
Yamaha NS-2 speakers (pair)
vomoha vP-450 turntable

Complete: $599

John McGraw/In Your Ear

4 hours of jazz
Awestruck.
That's how I felt after four hours of progressive jazz as artists from the
ECM label literally blew into the Paramount Northwest last Friday night.
(ECM is a relatively unknown company that records mostly European jazz
makers.)
The ECM label is somewhat of a curiosity. A lot of the artists on the CTI
label going to another label and playing more commercial or "pop" jazz
(George Benson's recent success being an excellent example), leaving true jazz
fans rather disgusted with the trend. This leaves the ECM label as one of the
only outlets to the seeker of true progressive jazz.
Names like Ralph Towner (guitar), Gary Burton (vibes), Eberhard Weber
(bass), or Jan Christensen (drums) probably won't mean too much to the
average reader. You won't find their names or any of their music on the more
popular FM stations. KZAM is your best bet to catch some. Still, don't look
for this kind of music to become an instant hit over night. Better to leave it
creative and obscure than bland and popular.
The evening brought forth performances from five combinations of various
players; several playing in more than one grouping. One of the evening's most
popular offerings was from Ralph Towner on guitar and John Abercrombie on
guitar and electric mandolin. How two people can play so diversely, and at the
same time blend together so well, is almost beyond this reviewer's
comprehension. And an electric mandolin—very tasty.
The sound reproduction was first rate. The sound crew had no less than a
24-channel mixing board with a graphic equalizer and a white sound analyzer.
The later gizmo checks the sound electronically to assure the most
advantageous reproduction because even the best human ear cannot correctly
balance the sound the way it should be. Very impressive.
From the time someone sold me a ticket had been purchased in my behalf
right up to the night of the performance, I had apprehensions about going to
this concert. The music is very intricate and, at times, hard to follow. A person
must make a conscious effort to really listen to the music, to let it take you on
a trip. You cannot keep telling yourself that the music lacks structure, because
hidden deep within the music, it's there, somewhere.
You must place yourself in a positin as to be able to flow with the music,
not fight it. Kind of like floating downstream with a fast moving current. It's
not where you're going, but the way that you go that's important.
With this music there may not be a logical ending, or beginning, for that
manner. With traditional jazz, there is a statement of a theme, embellishments
of that theme by various soloists in the group, and a return to the theme
before the ending. With this form of progressive jazz, statements of a theme
are not always necessary, but are sometimes employed. You pick up the music
mid-stream and leave it there.
Appreciation of anything takes time and understanding. My first reaction
to it was nothing like the way I feel toward it now. The term jazz will never
have the same meaning for me as it once did.
I have only been familiar with the ECM label for a month or so. In that
short time, I have come to appreciate what jazz has become today. Yes, there
artists are struggling for a wider acceptance of their music. But they're not
about to comprise creativity for commercial success.

Tickets for Madrigal X-mas concert
Beginning Friday, Nov. 19, a
limited number of tickets will be
available for the 25th Annual
Concert of Christmas Music, by the
Univeristy Madrigal Singers, under the
direction of Dr. Bruce Rodgers. The
program will contain contemporary
works, as well as the traditional songs
and carols of Christmas.
The tickets are complimentary for
each of the five scheduled
performances, but are required, as
the seating is limited. Performances

are scheduled at 8:15 p.m.,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday, December
8,9,10,11 and 12. The concerts will be
held in Jacobsen Recital Hall on

campus.
Tickets will be released on a first
come-first served basis, so that as
many people as possible may hear
this very talented and popular group.
Tickets may be picked up at the
School of Music office, or may be
obtained by calling the office at
756-3253.

GRAND OPENING
Let Lakewood Villa Stereo
Introduce You To Quality Component Stereo!
Bring your questions about stereo to Lakewood Villa Stereo. We have
Tacoma's largest selection of quality stereo components backed-up by our
own on-the-premises Service Department. You'll like the way you're treated
when you visit. We'll take the time to answer your questions anc! help you
(-,‘-ioose the right equipment!

TIM ROGERS
and

LITTLE JIM'S PUB
No. 26th & Pearl St.
PRESENTS THE PREMIER OF

LAMM
VIIIA

TiiRiY

SOLID GOLD
With Special Guest

LAKEWOOD VILLA PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER PHONE: JU2-3600

KTAC'S OWN DON WADE
FRI. & SAT.

10323-B Plaza Drive Southwest Tacoma, INasingtz.v ■ ?8499

TIM ROGERS $250.00 BOOGIE
WILL START TUES. NIGHT'. .
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Booters drop

I

to Seattle U.

L

By MATT McCULLY

GO FOR IT!!!
This unidentified Logger soccer player boots
the ball at the Seattle University's goal in the first half of their
conference contest at UPS. (Photo by Jeff Casey)

?Radioed
player of week

Combs lost to UPS

By MATT McCULLY
UPS safety John Combs was lost
When the final second ticked off
for the remainder of the season, as he
the clock last Saturday, the score
suffered a separated shoulder early in
showed Portland State in front of
the Portland State football game.
UPS 29-25. But the fact remains that
Combs, who was starting for the
the Loggers played a very fine
first time this year, made a diving
football game.
interception of a June Jones pass on
The verbals that emerged from
the first play from scrimmage last
Saturday, and came down hard on his
the Portland State locker room
left shoulder.
included such accolades as "that was
The sophomore transfer from UW
the hardest we have been hit all year"
by way of Clover Park high school,
and "that is as good as any team has
underwent surgery on Tuesday of
played against us this season."
this week.
Typical of the kind of hard-nosed,
intense football that the Loggers
engaged in was the play of linebacker
Mark Madland.
Madland, nicknamed "Mad Dog"
by his teammates for his wreckless
style of play, came up with several
crushing tackles, and a key pass
interception at the Logger 13 yard In eight games this year the
Loggers defense has yielded only 532
line that halted a Viking touchdown
yards rushing, an average of 66.5
drive. The sophomore transfer from
yards per contest.
Brigham Young U. literally ripped
The Loggers are currently third in
the ball from the hands of the
the nation in rushing defense and
receiver on the play.
were ranked third in total defense
Madland, who is one of the
before the Portland State game last
Loggers top tacklers this year, was in
Saturday.
on nine stops in the contest.

Loggers third in

nation in defense

Monday Night
•••••...

FOOTBALL
at
441‘t

Seattle University came up with
two early goals and held on for a 2-0
win over the University of Puget
Sound soccer team last Saturday
afternoon at UPS.
The Loggers managed to control
the play throughout most of the
game, leading the Chieftans in shots
of goal 10-5.
UPS was playing for their second
consecutive win over the Chieftans,
but are now 1-7 on the year.
Sunday afternoon the Loggers
host conference power University of
Washington in a 2 pm contest, and
Tuesday afternoon playoff bound
Seattle Pacific College will play in
Loggerville. UW has a season record
of 9-1-4 and SPC is currently 11-3-1.
Four games remain on the
Loggers 1976 docket.

f

This time it will be a quick jaunt to the state of Texas where the Sonics
faced the San Antonio Spurs on Tuesday and then the Houston Rockets on
Wednesday.
In their third week of the season, the Sonics were still looking for road win
number one. Seattle has lost all four road games to this point, and they
weren't what you would call squeakers. The Indiana Pacers took the Sonics
apart 120-90, Detroit scored a 106-92 win, and Milwaukee and Kansas City
picked up 12-and 20-point wins, respectively.
At home it's been a different story, or a different team.
The win over Philadelphia this past Sunday was the Sonics' 21st
consecutive regular season victory on their home floor. The last time the
Sonics lost at home in regular season was on February 8 when they dropped
an overtime decision to the Phoenix Suns.
The Sonics will return home for their usual Friday-Sunday pair of games in
the Coliseum facing the Kansas City Kings and the Indiana Pacers. It will be
the second time the Sonics have met each of these teams and Seattle has lost
them both.

Loggers return to California
By MATT McCULLY
There is no rest for the weary. The University of Puget
Sound football team travels to Santa Clara this weekend
for perhaps their toughest game of the year.
The Loggers are 6-2 after last weekend's heart
breaking 19-15 loss to Portland State, while Santa Clara,
who beat Portland State earlier this year, has a 5-4 record.
The Broncos have lost their past two outings and three of
their past four games after a fine 4-1 start.
The Broncos are coached by Pat Malley, in his 18th
year as the USC head mentor. Malley's Broncos have won

95 games, lost 61, and tied two, in his stay there. Last
year the Broncos finished 6-5.
This year's Cardinal & White team features a powerful
offense that has played to the tune of 30.4 points per
game. Quarterback Terry Malley, the coach's son, is one
of the keys to the Bronco attack that gains most of its
yardage through the air.
Santa Clara leads in the series with UPS, 3-1. The
Loggers captured last year's game in Baker Stadium 34-20
to break the Bronco string over them. The last USC win in
the series was a 20-13 nod in 1974.

Season final saw runners in prime
"This last meet of the season saw the women in their
prime. They had positive attitudes and very fast times."
That was the word from UPS cross country head
coach Dawn Bowman after her squad finished eighth out
of 25 teams in the NCWSA Regional Cross Country
Championships held in Eugene this past weekend.
According to Bowman, the individual performances
were tremendous. The race was won by Seattle Pacific's
Debbie Quatier, a former American record-holder in the
5,000 meters and international cross country competitor,
with a time of 17:04.
The University of Oregon won the meet with a total of
30 points followed by Seattle Pacific with 61. University
of Washington was third with 141, Whitworth was fourth
with 172 followed by PLU,180; Spokane C.C., 281;
Linfield, 284; UPS, 289; Oregon College of Education,
291 and Western Washington finished in tenth with 291
points.

With the exceptionally hilly 3.0 mile/5 kilometer
course the UPS women placed very well with outstanding
performances by Renee Trucksess and Becky Skelton.
Trucksess covered the distance in a time of 19:40 while
Skelton finished the course seven seconds behind at
19:47.
The most improved member of the team, Helen Scott,
reduced her three-mile time by three minutes,timing in at
21:36.
Other finishers for the lady loggers were: Louiss
Grosuch, 21:44; Kathy Corrigan, 22:11; Cathy Shaw,
22:21; Ann Darnell, 22:30; Jerilee June, 22:40; Cheryl
Estes, 23:14 and Celeste Brilhants, 23:55.
Coach Bowman added, "With lots of post season
conditioning and experience they gained this year the
UPS Women's Intercollegiate Cross Country Team will be
going full speed for the 1977 season."

McCANN MOBIL
foreign or domestic cars and trucks

--1 1/2 lb SPECIALS-Ram Burger with 1 lb of beer
$2.25
Fish & Chips with 1 lb of beer .. $2.25

HAPPY HOUR
6-9

pitchers $1.25
across from

TCC at 19th & Mildred

SO N I CS

Those on-again, off-again Seattle Supersonics will start the week where
they have been off-again, and again, and again.
The Sonics, with weekend victories over the Phoenix Suns and the
Philadelphia 76ers under their belts, left Seattle Monday on their third mini
road trip of the season.
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SPORTS
It wasn't Sea-Tac but
it was just as busy
By MIKE PUCKETT
With a quick glance, you would have thought you were at the Sea-Tac
airport on a busy Saturday afternoon. With another, you would have been able
to tell that all the flying objects overhead were not the product of nearby
Boeing, but of Portland State's June Jones and UPS's Clay Angle.
Between the two veteran field generals, more than 86 passes graced the
skies and nearly half of those were caught. Now all that sounds kind of good
at the moment, until the fact is mentioned that 28 of those came from the
arm of June Jones, including his final pass of the afternoon, a 37-yard scoring
pass to receiver Dave Stief that put the Vikings on top 29-25 with less than
eight minutes remaining in the game.
That lead never faltered and the Vikings held on to win the outing between
the two NCAA Division II independents.
Jones, who leads the Division 11 in both passing and total offense, wasted
little time as he came out throwing on the first Viking play from scrimmage.
However, Logger John Combs also wasted little time as he picked off the
latent aerial and returned it only a yard before taking a hard landing that
separated his shoulder and possibly put him out for the remainder of the UPS
season.
No sooner had the near-capacity crowd at Baker Stadium rose to their feet
in expectation of an early Logger uprising had the Loggers been forced to
return the ball back to Portland State via a Brent Wagner punt after their
opening drive was stalled.
It was at that point that the Vikings lit the score-board up first as Jones
connected with wide-receiver John Urness for 35 yards and slotback Byron
Chamber.: for 12 and 19 yards before hitting Mel deLaura from six yards out
for the initial score. Tom Bird added the extra point and the Vikings held a
7-0 lead at the 10:12 mark in the first quarter.
Nine minutes later Puget Sound's Kevin Skalisky blocked Portland State's

CLOSING IN
Logger defensive back and team captain Frank O'Laughlin closes in on Portland State
halfback Jeff Salta. Just missing the Viking_runner is another defensive back, Paul James. Portland State
went on to win the close contest 29-25 at Baker Stadium Saturday afternoon. (photo by Dave Hegnauer)

'76 might be Logger's year on the mats
By JOHN P.

Mike Atwood's punt and the Loggers recovered at the four yard line. Casey
Sander went over for the score on the very next play, Wagner added the PAT
and the Loggers had knotted the contest at 7-7.
Not much to the liking of UPS, the Vikings again handed over the reins to
Jones. Quickly he responded as he connected with Urness from 17-yards out
for the touchdown with 14:28 left in the first half. The extra point rattempt I

After several years of dissapointment and waiting, the UPS wrestling teams
believe this may be their year.
With outstanding neavyweight Bill Stout leading a core of seven returning
lettermen and the acquisition of several talented newcomers to fill various gaps

failed and the Viks settled for a 13-7 lead. At least for another seven minutes.
That's when the pass-happy Jones went back to the air and this time

in the line-up, the Loggers will present a well-balanced and tough squad.
Noting that there is only one "weak" spot on the squad Coach Del Rossberg
feels that the depth this year's team presents in the lower weights may make

responded with three passes to fullback Jeff Slata. Working out of the screen

the difference. Traditionally UPS has been weak in the lower weights because

formation Jones, who finished the afternoon with 28 completions in 51
attempts, tossed gains of 26,23, and 11 yards to Salta. the latter resulting in

there was never any depth to back up an injured or ill member of the team.

another score for the PSU squad. With their kicking game not at it's best, the

putting men up to wrestle 2 or 3 weight classes higher then their standard

Viks went for two and the pass failed. The score was 19-7.

weight. This year's squad will be exciting and interesting to watch.
The grapplers start off this weekend with a tournament in Vancouver, BC

Stricken by the seemingly endless attacks of PSU, the Loggers turned the
helm back over to quarterback Clay Angle, who had missed the previous three
weeks due to strained ligaments in the knee.
Quickly the senior back responded as he tossed a 13-yard advance to
Randy Moon, coupled that with an 11-yard pass to Mike Heinz and finally
ended the 80-yard, nine-play drive with a 27-yard scoring to Rich Hanson.
Wagner again added the extra point and the Loggers were now only five points
back 19-14 at the half.
Bird added a field goal for the Vikings with 5:21 left in the third quarter

Last year's squad found themselves quite often forfeiting 12 to 18 points and

followed by the Highline Invitational next Saturday in Des Moines. The
Logger's first home dual match will be at 7:30 pm, Tuesday, Dec. 4 in the
fieldhouse against a much improved Western Washington State College. This
vair's schedule will also put UPS against Pac-8 member's U of W, Stanford,
Oregon, Oregon State, & WSU as well as NAIA powerhouses Eastern Wash,
Central Wash, Southern Oregon, and Pacific Univ.
Members of this year's squad and their weights are as follows:
118

-

Jeff Watson: Fr

Kent Meridian HS
5th State AAA 1975
1st Region II AAA 1976

118

-

Frank Girolani: Fr

-

putting PSU ahead 22-14, but Angle came right back tossing a 10-yard marker
to Greg Baker three minutes later and then hit Moon for the extra two points
and suddenly the game was even-up at 22-22.
Forcing the Vikings to punt early in the fourth quarter, the Loggers got
their truck rolling as they began to mount a drive starting from their own 47.
Pounding the ball down to the PSU one yard line, the Loggers went to the line
for a fourth and one play. Picking up something strange in the Viking Defense,
Angle called an audible at the line. Unfortunately, not everyone on the Logger
offense heard the line call and someone moved, causing a five-yard motion
penalty and forcing the Loggers to attempt a field goal from their own six.
Wagner put the ball through the uprights with 11:52 left in the final quarter
for the Logger lead, 25-22. That field goal also gave the 6-2 sophomore from

Stadium HS
District Champ AAA
City Champion AAA
3rd Natl. Freestyle Quals Tour.

126

John Coonan:

-

So - Lakes

-

Returning Letterman
3rd AAA Regionals
126

Dennis Malone: Sr Selah

-

Returning Letterman
134 - John Hatcher: Sr

-

Bellarmine Prep the school record for the most field goals kicked in one
season, II. Wagner busted the old mark held by Mark Conrad in 1972.
The lead was once again short-lived as a communication breakdown in the
Logger secondary lead to another Jones touchdown pass, this time a 37-yard

-

Gresham, Ore.
Returning Letterman
17th Naval Dist Champ '70
2nd US Navy Tour '71

142

John Smith: Sr - Olympia

-

toss to Stief. Bird added the PAT and the Portland team regained the lead
29-25.

Returning Letterman - Captain
State C.C. Champion 1975

During the final moments most of the Baker Field crowd began to have
flashbacks of last week's come-from-behind victory over Simon Fraser. But
this week, things didn't have the, "happily ever after" fairy tale ending. The

2nd State Freestyle Tour.
142

Ken Baskett: So

-

-

Seattle
Seattle Metro Champ 1975

Loggers retained the ball three more times during those last seven minutes but
were unable to capitalize on any of the attempts and soon their 6-1 record
dropped to 6-2 and their hopes for a post-season playoff berth were dashed.

5th AAA Regionals 1975
150 - Rick Rakevich Jr

-

Elma
Transfer from Centralia CC

Portland State rolled 454 yards total offense on the afternoon most of
that coming by air (4271. Urness was Jones favorite target as he hauled
down five passes for III yards.

167

-

Jamie Jasper: So

-

Everett
Returning Letterman

the air. Greg Baker was the UPS workhorse carrying the ball 26 times for 94

177

-

Mike Juenke: Fr

-

190

-

Dan Williams: Jr

-

Tillamook, Ore.
8th Natl Freestyle Tour

-

Regionals

Curtis

Some of the brighter spots on the afternoon were the two quarterback

Even with the loss the Loggers still remain third among NCAA Division II
teams against the rush, although their third place ranking in the Division in
total defense was severely hampered.

LSAT

SEMINARS

START NOV. 26
FOR DEC. 4 LSAT
12-Student Average
Class Size
5 Specialist Instructors
18 Class Hours

4th State CC Tour.

yards while Moon shared the load of the receiving end catching 10, Angle
passes for 121 yards.

fumble. Mark Madland also added an interception.

Amity

4th Highline Inv. 1976

The Loggers gained 418 yards total offense, 159 on the ground and 259 in

sacks, one by Zach Hill and the other by John Clymo. Clymo also intercepted
a Jones two point conversion attempt, blocked two PSU passes and forced a

Del Rossberg

Returning Letterman
Hwy

-

Bill Stout: Jr

-

Clover Park
Returning Letterman
Outstanding Wrestler 1975.76
State HS Champion
3rd U of W Tour
1st Pacific Univ Tour

FOR COMPLETE SCHEDULE
INFORMATION AND OUR
FREE BROCHURE, CALL
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800-243-4767
AMITY TESTING INSTITUTE
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Unclassified
Film competition

UPS LAW STUDENTS Come live at Lively Oaks
Apartments. 7 minutes from campus. Beautiful grounds,
loads of recreational facilities, security guards and plenty
to do, with full time recreational director. Students get
$25 off deposit. Rent from $145. 584-9300. Located just
behind Thunderbird Shopping Center at Steilacoom Blvd.
and 83 Ave, SW. Kids and pets ok.

A film competition, call FOCUS for college and
university students is being conducted in cooperation
with Playboy Magazine, Pioneer Electronics of America
and Bell & Howell/Mamiya Co.
FOCUS is open to any student in the United States
enrolled in a college university, art institute, or
professional film school.
Students are to develop entries for either of two
categories: filmmaking or film study. The theme of the
competition is "On The Road in America," what the road
means to America in terms of values, attitudes and myth.
Filmmaking entrants will be judged on their ability to
capture the essence of the theme in a short film which can
be animation, experimental documentary or narrative.
Film study entrants will be judged on their knowledge of
American cinema and their ability to write cogently and
imaginatively in developing a full-length piece of film
cirticism, history or theory exploring the theme.
To obtain further information and entry blanks, write
to FOCUS' 530 Fifth Ave, New York, N.Y. 10036.

APARTMENT FOR RENT-STUDENT DISCOUNT! At
the Polynesia Village. $25 off deposit plus reduced rental
agreement period. Fantastic recreational facilities: indoor
swimming pool, sauna, indoor basketball court, handball
courts, exercise room, boxing workout room, pinball,
football, ping pong, pool tables, tennis courts and full
time recreational director. Rents from $140 - co-signers
accepted. 752-7779, 6th & Pearl.

Friday, 12 Nov.
Campus Flick: Tommy, 6:30 & 9 pm, Mci 006, 25 cents w/ASB
Barbo Szabo, Pioneer Banque :Seattle)
Third World from Jamaica, Pipeline (Seattle)
lntiman Theatre: The Northwest Show
Lakewood Theatre Midnight Movie: Take the Money and Run
Empty Space Theatre: American Buffalo
Neil Young b. 1945

Rebels Et Madwomen
Women's Studies and the Feminist Student Union
presents: "Rebels and Madwomen, Wed., Nov. 17; a
workshop featuring speakers, a panel discussion, plays and
entertainment. Informative and fun. Come and spend the
day or drop by and visit.
The schedule is 10 am: The Yellow Wallpaper - day
by Charlotte Perkins Gilman about her period of
before she became an influencial social reformer. 11 am:
An historical overview of rebels and madwomen making
the comparison between them. 12 noon: Nutrition—Bring
your lunch. Enjoy the entertainment and join in the
discussion. 1 pm: Stephanie Coontz speaking on the
Sufferage Movement. 2 pm: "Madwomen" Panel
consisting of women who have been on both sides of
therapy.

Saturday, 13 Nov.
Football: UPS at Santa Clara
International Festival
Campus Flick: Tommy, 6:30 & 9 pm, Mcl 006, 25 cents w/ASB
Lakewood Theatre Midngiht Movie: Take the Money and Run
Barbo Szabo, Pioneer Banque (Seattle)
Folk, Engine House No. 9
Ela, Bombay Bicycle Shop (Seattle)
Black Sabbath, Seattle Center
Empty Sapce Theatre: American Buffalo
Sunday, 14 Nov.
Soccer: U fo W at UPS
Uptowm Lowdown Jazz Band, Pioneer Banque (Seattle)
Inner City Jazz 4 w/Bill Smith, Bombay Bicycle Shop (Seattle)
Open Mike, Engine House No. 9
Empty Space Theatre. American Buffalo
Monday, 15 Nov.
Jimmy Witherspoon, Pioneer Banque (Seattle)
Obrador, Bombay Bicycle Shop (Seattele)
Tuesday, 16 Nov.
Student Senate, 5:30 pm, Library
Film: King of Hearts, 8 & 10 pm, SUB Lounge
Film: The Diary of Anne Frank, 8:30, Mcl 006
Agape Fellowship
Intersection
Jimmy Witherspoon, Pioneer Banque (Seattle)
Obrador, Bombay Bicycle Shop (Seattle)
Empty Space Theatre: Amberican Buffalo

Asian Studies

Professor John 0. Haley, Assistant Professor of Law at
the University of Washington formerly a teacher at Kyoto
University in Japan, and a Fulbright scholar, will be
speaking to the Asian Studies Colloquium at 3 p.m. on
Tuesday, Nov. 16, in Jones 203. All members of the
university community are warmly welcome. The topic for
the afternoon presentation will be "Japanese Legal
Culture: A Useful Concept?"

Scholarship Available
The Naval Officers' Wives' Club, Inc. is offering a
scholarship for the 1976-77 year and will be awarding
these next spring.
In order to qualify a student must: (I)Be a Navy
Dependent, a student in Naval Reserve, Naval R.O.T.C., a
Navy Veteran or have other Sea Service connections.
(2)Verify they are in need of financial assistance. (3)Be
above average in their scholastic standing and ability.
(4)Obtain the rank of sophomore at the University in
1977-78.
Interested students should mail a letter to Mrs. W.K.
Ramm; Scholarship Chairman; 507 3rd Ave.; Box 82;
Seattle WA 98104. The letter should contain the student's
name, military qualification and transcript of grades.
Applicants are encouraged to use the application forms in
he Financial Aid Office, Jones 108.

Wednesday, 17 Nov.
Bicentennial Speech Contest
Tacoma Symphony Orchestra, 8:30 pm Temple Theatre, (free)
Showcase: Vonn & Griffin, 8 pm
Jimmy Witherspoon, Pioneer Banque (Seattle)
Sundance, Bombay Bicycle Shop (Seattle)
Empty Space Theatre: American Buffalo
Seattle Repertory Theatre: (Opening) Anna Christie
Gordon Lightfoot b. :938
Thrusday, 18 Nov.
Bicentennial Speech Contest
Cellar X: Keith Hardin, 8 pm
Jimmy Witherspoon, Pioneer Banque (Seattle)
Sundance, Bombay Bicycle Shop (Seattle)
Seattle Repertory Theatre: Anna Christie
Empty Space Theatre: American Buffalo

Job interviews
The following on-campus recruiters have been added
to the Career Planning and Placement Office's November
listing:
Wednesday, Nov. 17 - West Coast Properties, Inc., will
be interviewing for Real Estate Sales Trainee positions.
Friday, Nov. 19 - Standard Insurance Company will be
interviewing for Sales and Sales Management positions.
Sign up sheets are available in Academic Advising,
Career Planning, and Placement, Collins Library, Rm.
225.

Friday, 19 Nov.
Showcase: Harlequin, 8 pm
Campus Flick: Slaughterhouse 5, 6:30 & 9 pm, Mcl 006, 25 cents w/ASB
Lakewood Theatre Midnight Movie: Easy Rider
Jimmy Witherspoon, Pioneer Banque (Seattle)
Sundance, Bombay Bicycle Shop (Seattle)
Seattle Repertory Theatre: Anna Christie
Empty Space Theatre: American Buffalo
Tommy Dorsey b. 1905
Tracy Poole b. 1956
Dr. Kohler of Mitraniketan , India will be available to
talk with Pacific Rim participants on Tuesday, Nov. 16 at
4 p.m. in Jones 206. Don't miss it!

Pacific Rim

Showcase

Showcase. Wednesday, Nov. 17, 8 to 10 p.m. SUB
Lounge, Miss Vonne Griffin will present a special concert
for your listening pleasure. Miss Griffin sings 40's era scat,
and jazz. She was trained in New Orleans, and has done
TV, radio.records, tours. This will be one of Vonne's
last concerts before she returns to New Orleans.
Showcase: Friday, Nov. 19, 8 to 10 p.m. SUB Lounge.
Harlequin-Mixing and melding Latin, Jazz, classical, with
guitars, reeds, and vocals by Aaron Howard and Brian
Hodel.

Marina Studies at Museum
The Puget Sound Muse , im of Natural History in
Thompson Hall, south win,. 'Ord floor, will open its
doors to the public Sunday, Nov. 14 from 1 to 4 p.m.
Marine mammal management and study will be
featured in the program. U.S. Government experts will
present material on fur seal and whale management and
graduate students will display specimens and describe
local studies of seals and other marine mammals.
The public is invited to attend the complimentary
open house.

$
lb

